The Greatest Hits of GLG 101 - Pretest Spring, 2020

AOTA = ALL THE ABOVE NOTA=NONE OF THE ABOVE

Pick the BEST answer out of those given. Read carefully.

Minerals
1. Geology on Tu/Th with you folks is is A) awesome A) educational A) challenging A) something I look forward to.
2. Granite often contains A) mica B) amphibole (hornblende) C) mica D) quartz

E) all of the above (AOTA).

3. Quartz cannot be identified by its color alone because A) its color is too faint B) it has no color C) it exists in a
variety of colors D) its color fades
4. A mineral that displays one perfect cleavage is A) biotite B) muscovite C) mica C) AOTA
5. The most abundant element in Earth's crust is

A) aluminum B) iron C) oxygen

6. Of the following minerals, the hardest is A) calcite B) mica

D) silicon

C) feldspar D) quartz

7. Compared with nonmetals, the streaks of metallic minerals is A) darker B) lighter C) the same D) colorless
8. The mineral most commonly occurring on the bottom of your boiling kettles or on your water faucets in Phoenix is
A) quartz B) feldspar C) mica D) calcite
Igneous Processes
9. What do ALL igneous rocks have in common? A) vesicles B) crystals C) glassy texture D) they were once molten
10. Igneous rocks that are glassy or have air holes must be A) extrusive B) intrusive C) from a pluton D) NOTA
11. Rocks that form from a silica-rich source tend to be A) light-colored B) dark-colored C) polka-dotted.
12. Why do diapirs rise? A) Less dense B) More dense C) Hot things always rise D) They sink!
13. Why is subducting crust relatively easily melted? A) it contains water which lowers the melting point B) it is
undergoing extra stress which causes it to melt at a low temperature C) it doesn’t, silly professor!
Volcanism & Volcanic Rocks
14. Which of these rocks probably cooled at the greatest depth below the earth's surface? A) granite B) obsidian
C) pumice D) scoria
15. Why did you give your answer to to number 14 above? A) Slow cooling magma = larger crystals. B) My choice is
always hotter than other rocks, even when on the surface. C) Air holes mean “under the surface”. D) Don’t choose this.
16. The most abundant igneous rock on the ocean floor is A) granite B) pumice C) pegmatite D) basalt
17. On the big island of Hawaii, you’ll find primarily ??? rocks. A) extrusive igneous B) intrusive igneous C) sedimentary
D) metamorphic
18. Pyroclastic debris from smallest to largest is A) bombs, lapilli, ash B) ash, bombs, cinders C) bombs, ash, cinders
D) dust, ash, cinder or lapilli, bombs & blocks
19. Most folks are killed in volcanic eruptions by flowing lava as A) you can’t predict where the lava will go. B) lava
mores really fast. C) they are hypnotized by the beauty of the lava. D) Wrong! Flowing lava doesn’t kill many people.
Pyroclastic do.
20. Volcanoes from largest to smallest are…. A) cinder cone, composite, shield B) composite, shield, cinder cone
C) shield, composite, cinder cone D) The size varies so much there is no correct answer.

21. The Superstition Mountains are made primarily of tuff. This means they formed from.... A) cooling lava
explosive volcano’s ash C) a batholith. D) Left over pieces of a New England Patriot football team.

B) an

Weathering & Sediments
22. An example of chemical weathering is A) reddening of a iron rich sandstone layer in the Grand Canyon B) rusting
of a nail C) hydration of feldspar to kaolin D) all of these
23. The smaller a rock is ground up (small pieces) the ??? the surface areA) A) more B) less C) this has no effect; the
surface area remains unchanged D) don’t choose this answer.
24. Which of the following is not a type of chemical weathering? A) frost wedging B) unloading C) root wedging
D) None of these are types of chemical weathering.
25. The common end product of the chemical weathering of feldspar is: A) feldspar is quartz which does not weather
chemically. B) calcite C) pyroxene D) clay.
Sediments and Rocks
26. Sedimentary rocks formations often have A) strata B) foliations C) interlocking crystals D) AOTA E) NOTA
27. Sedimentary rocks…. A) make up most of the volume of Earth’s crust. B) cover about 75% of Earth’s surfacE)
C) are sources of much of our energy D) help us understand Earth’s history E) b, c & d F) AOTA
28. Layers in sedimentary rocks usually are formed A) with the youngest on the bottom B) vertically C) horizontally
D) about 10 meters per year on average
29. The part of Arizona where you are most likely to see sedimentary rocks is A) northern Arizona B) around Phoenix
C) near Tucson D) There are no sedimentary rocks at all in Arizona, nutty professor! What are you thinking?
30. You find a sandstone that is tan colored. You drop acid on the rock. It bubbles The glue holding the grains together
probably is A) calcite B) silica C) Elmer’s D) iron E) There is no cement in sandstone.
31. The rocks that would form eventually at C, B, and A below respectively would be A) shale, sandstone, conglomerate
B) conglomerate, shale, sandstone C) sandstone, conglomerate, shale D) gypsum, silica, coquina E) conglomerate,
sandstone, shale.

A

B

32. Sandstone is cemented by A) silica B) calcite C) iron D) B, C or A

C
E) Sandstone needs no cement. NOTA

33. You see two rock formations with sedimentary layers. One forms a cliff. One forms a slope. The one that forms the
cliff is most likely A) shale B) granite C) gneiss D) sandstone
34. How is shale really important economically now? A) It is part of a booming pool table industry. B) It contains oil &
gas extracted by fracking C) It isn’t important! D) It is a value building rock for skyscrapers. E) chalkboards
35. The type of “coal” from least to most carbon-pure are…. A) peat, lignite, bituminous, anthracite B) anthracite,
bituminous, lignite, peat C) They are all the same purity.
Metamorphism
36. How are metamorphic rocks different from the parent rock? A) They are more dense B) They all have strata
C) They all effervesce when treated with acid D) AOTA E) NOTA

37. Metamorphic rocks like quartzite and marble in which minerals are NOT aligned within the rock are
A) concordant B) foliated C) layered D) non-foliated or massive.
38. You want a good, long-wearing metamorphic tile for your house Which rock would be best? A) sandstone B) slate
C) shale D) conglomerate
39. Which of the following lists is arranged in order from most metamorphosed to least metamorphosed rock? A) slate ->
phyllite -> schist -> gneiss B) slate -> gneiss -> phyllite -> schist C) gneiss -> schist -> phyllite -> slate
D) gneiss
-> schist -> phyllite -> slate
40. When rocks are metamorphosed, the mineral components of the rock are A) are melted B) are melted and
recrystallized C) pressed, stretched, and heated but not melted as that would create igneous rock.
Time & Geology
41. Determining the comparative (but not exact) age of rocks is A) correlation. B) absolute dating. C) relative dating.
D) sequentiation.
42. What occurred at W? A) unconformity
B) volcano C) fault D) intrusion E. Doh!
43. Which two items are intrusions?
A) B & A B) C & W C) Z & Q
D) X and V
——————————————Mass Wasting
44. The force that causes mass wasting is:
A) presence of vegetation. B) presence of
water. C) gravity. D) slope angle.
45. One method of stabilizing slopes to
prevent mass wasting is: A) build
appropriately engineered retaining
structures. B) cut away the base of the slope with heavy equipment. C) add weight to the slope D) make the slope
steeper.
46. Slopes can be destabilized and the potential for mass wasting increased by: A) construction on the slope
B) removing vegetation from the slope C) making the slope steeper. D) all of these will destabilize a slope
47. Which of the following is a form of mass wasting? A) landslide B) rock avalanche C) mudflow D) AOTA
48. Which would result in greater risk of mass wasting? A) shallow slope
to the slope D) light water E) dense plant growth and forestation

B) thick soil C) planes of rock perpendicular

49. Why is soil creep so much more common around Phoenix that it is in northern Arizona? A) Our mountains have
thicker soil B) We receive so much more rain than the rest of the state C) We don’t have much soil creep here, Prof!
You lie! D) Saguaro roots don’t hold soil well
Streams and Floods
50. Most of the fresh water on Earth that is not-frozen is A) underground B) glacial C) in lakes D) in energy drinks.
51. Which is true about water? A) it is only used once B) the earth has mostly fresh water C) most of it is in lakes
D) it is used over and over
52. Reservoirs are important as they A) may generate electricity B) help prevent floods C) irrigate crops D) AOTA

53. Rain that falls on the western side of the continental divide in the western US drains into the A) Atlantic B) Gulf of
Mexico C) Pacific D) Mississippi River E) Big Gulph, 42 oz.
54. A sand bar in a river is most likely to occur... a on the inside of a curve B) on the outside of a curve C) in the
middle of the river.
Groundwater
55. Which one of these is least true of Phoenix water A) it probably filtered through a aquifer with many minerals
But) only a little detergent will cause sudsing C) it comes from wells D) it contains many minerals
Match each of the following...
56. Zone of Saturation
57. Zone of Aeration
58. Impermeable layer - likely shale.
59. Water table

60. Which of the following would make the best aquifer in which to drill a well? A) shale B) poorly sorted sandstone
C) well sorted sandstone D) basalt
61. What is happening to aquifers in Arizona? A) they are being depleted by farming B) they are being depleted by
cities. C) They are being recharged by reservoirs and recharge basins D) they are being polluted E) AOTA
62. A source of groundwater pollution is A) emissions from our vehicles B) farm chemicals C) things folks dump in the
desert when nobody is looking D) AOTA E) NOTA
63. What is wrong with an aquifer made of shale? The layers of shale are .... A) too permeable to store water; it just
flows through. B) not very permeable) C) not often found as layers. D) ...too hard for wells to be drilled into them.
64. Which of these rock types has the highest permeability? A) granite B) siltstone C) sandstone D) shale
65. If wanter is pumped too fast from a well, what may form is A) a sphere of influence) B) a cone of depression.
C) the permeability gradient. D) the porosity parameter.
66. Most fresh water on Earth is in A) water vapor in the atmosphere) B) groundwater. C) polar ice caps. D) rivers
67. Caverns with stalactites and stalagmites would form A) above the water table B) below the water table
zone of saturation D) below the zone of aeration

C) in the

68. In any given region, which of the following is most likely to have the hardest water? A) well B) pond C) river
D) rain barrel
69. Lost rivers, caverns, & sinkholes often are found in ??? areas. A) limestone

B) sandstone C) granite D) shale

